Dell Edge Design Program

Dell Technologies invites you to collaborate with our experts on Dell NativeEdge, an edge operations software platform. By sharing your experience and feedback on the software platform, we can collaborate closely on solving your edge challenges. Design partners also get early access to test the latest software platform.

What is Dell NativeEdge?

Dell NativeEdge is an edge operations software platform that helps businesses securely scale their edge operations to power any use case.

What are the benefits to joining?

By joining this program, you will collaborate with Dell’s product and engineering teams building the new edge operations software platform. Your inputs will ensure that the platform supports your edge use cases and works within your operational constraints. You’ll also gain visibility into our product road map, allowing you to better plan your edge and move faster than your competition.

Who should join?

The ideal participant in the design program is one who manages the day-to-day operations and management of the network, security, and applications of their distributed edge.

What is expected of participants?

During the program, we will interview participants to understand their edge challenges and gather feedback on proposed designs. Participants will also engage our engineering and product teams for early alpha and beta testing.

Would you like to learn more?

Email NativeEdge@Dell.com to:
- Reach out to our experts for any questions
- Sign up for the program; one of our edge specialists will reach out to confirm your eligibility